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~99% sequence homology in the X-transposed region (XTR). The X chromosome PAR1 is ~2.78 147 million bases (Mb) extending from X:10,001 to 2,781,479 and the X chromosome PAR2 is ~0.33 9 Mb extending from X:155,701,383 to 156,030,895. The X chromosome PAR1 and PAR2 are 149 identical in sequence to the Y chromosome PAR1 Y:10,001 -2,781,479 and PAR2 Y:56,887,903 150 -57,217,415. B) Using a standard alignment approach will result in reads misaligning between 151 regions of high sequence homology on the sex chromosomes. C) Using a reference genome that 152 is informed by the genetic sex of the sample may help to reduce misaligning between the X and Y Building sex chromosome complement informed reference genomes 159 All GRCh38.p10 unmasked genomic DNA sequences, including autosomes 1-22, X, Y, 160 mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), and contigs were downloaded from ensembl.org release 92 [13] . 161 The default reference genome here includes all 22 autosomes, mtDNA, the X chromosome, the Y 162 chromosome, and contigs. For the two sex chromosome complement informed reference 163 assemblies, we included all 22 autosomes, mtDNA, and contigs from the default reference and a) 164 one with the Y chromosome either hard-masked for the "Y-masked reference genome" or b) one 165 with the pseudoautosomal regions, PAR1 and PAR2, hard-masked on the Y chromosome for 166 "YPARs-masked reference genome" ( Figure 1C ). Hard-masking with Ns will force reads to not 167 align to those masked regions in the genome. Masking the entire Y chromosome for the sex 168 chromosome complement informed reference genome, Y-masked, was accomplished by changing 169 all the Y chromosome nucleotides [ATGC] to Ns using sed command in linux. YPARs-masked 170 was created by hard-masking the Y PAR1: 6001-2699520 and the Y PAR2: 154931044-10 155260560 regions. The GRCh38.p10 Y PAR1 and Y PAR2 chromosome start and end location 172 was defined using Ensembl GRCh38 Y PAR definitions [13] . After creating the Y chromosome 173 PAR1 and PAR2 masked fasta files, we concatenated all the Y chromosome regions together to 174 create a YPARs-masked reference genome. After creating the GRCh38.p10 default reference 175 genome and the two sex chromosome complement informed reference genomes, we indexed the 176 reference genomes and created a dictionary for each using HISAT version 2. show zero counts for Y-linked genes but will still include those genes in the raw counts file. This 240 is an essential step for downstream differential expression analysis between males and females to 241 keep the total genes the same between the sexes for comparison. Only rows that matched gene used in our analysis to separate expressed genes from unexpressed genes, meaning that in a library 267 15 size of ~15 million reads, there are at least 15 counts in that sample. After filtering for a minimum 268 CPM, 22,695 out of the 56,571 quantified genes were retained for the brain samples and 14,944 269 for whole blood, as differential expression between the sexes was run separately for each tissue. 
Results

295
RNA-Seq reads aligned to autosomes do not vary much between reference genomes 296 We compared total mapped reads when reads were aligned to a default reference genome and for 297 when reads were aligned to a reference genome informed on the sex chromosome complement 298 (Additional file 2). Reads mapped across the whole genome, excluding the sex chromosomes, 299 either stayed the same or increased slightly when samples were aligned to a reference genome 300 informed on the sex chromosome complement. This was true regardless of the read aligner used, 301 HISAT or STAR, or of the sex of the sample, XY or XX. To test the effects of realignment on an 302 autosome, we selected chromosome 8, because it is of similar size to chromosome X. Reads 303 aligning to chromosome 8 didn't vary tremendously or at all between aligning to the default versus 304 sex chromosome complement informed reference for both brain cortex and whole blood tissues 305 (1,479,544 versus 1,479,584 average number of reads mapped in default versus sex chromosome 306 complement informed, respectively when aligned using HISAT; Additional file 2). A female XX 307 brain cortex sample showed the largest chromosome 8 mapped read increase (334 more reads with 308 HISAT; 608 more reads with STAR) when aligned to a sex chromosome complement informed 309 reference genome using either aligner (Additional file 2). The sample that showed the highest 310 decrease in mapped reads was a male XY brain cortex sample, which showed 5 fewer reads on Reads aligned to the X chromosome increase in both XX and XY samples when using a sex 320 chromosome complement informed reference genome 321 We found that when reads were aligned to a reference genome informed by the sex chromosome 322 complement for both male XY and female XX brain cortex and whole blood samples, reads on the We explored the effect of changes in read alignment on gene expression. There is an increase in X 337 chromosome PAR1 and PAR2 expression when reads were aligned to a reference genome 338 informed on the sex chromosome complement and this is true for both male XY and female XX 339 samples from the brain cortex ( Figure 3) and whole blood samples using either HISAT or STAR 340 as the read aligner (Additional file 6). We found an average of 2.83 fold increase in expression (Figure 4) . 391 Additionally, we find 49 genes (48 autosomal and 1 X-linked) that are called as differentially 392 expressed when using a default reference genome for aligning reads that are no longer called as 393 differentially expressed between the sexes in the brain cortex when aligning to a reference genome 394 informed by sex chromosome complement (Figure 4 ; Additional file 9). We observed similar 395 trends in changes for differential expression between male XY and female XX whole blood 396 samples using either HISAT or STAR as the aligner (Additional file 9, Additional file 10). 
Increased concordance between aligners when informed by sex chromosome complement 419
When using a default reference genome, and calling genes as differentially expressed between the 420 sexes, of all genes when aligned using either HISAT or STAR as the aligner, only 46% of genes 421 called as differentially expressed overlapped between the aligners, HISAT and STAR for brain 422 cortex. There is 67% concordance in genes being called as differentially expressed for whole blood 423 between aligners, HISAT and STAR, when samples were aligned to a default reference genome.
424
In contrast, when aligning samples to a reference genome informed by the sex chromosome 425 complement, we find increased concordance in all tissues for the set of genes called as 426 differentially expressed between the sexes when aligned using either HISAT or STAR (Additional 427 file 9). The sex of each sample was provided in the GTEx manifest. We investigated the expression of 432 genes that could be used to infer the sex of the sample. We studied X and Y homologous genes, 
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Male XY samples showed expression for DDX3X and DDX3Y (greater than 5 log2(CPM+2/L).
442
Female XX samples showed expression for XIST (greater than 2.5 log2(CPM+2/L) and male XY 443 samples showed little to no expression for XIST (less than 0 log2(CPM+2/L). In contrasts to the Measurements of X chromosome expression increase for both male XY and female XX 456 brain cortex and whole blood samples when aligned to a sex chromosome complement informed 457 reference genome versus aligning to a default reference genome (Figure 3 ). There was a minimum 
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The choice of read aligner has long been known to give slightly differing results of 488 differential expression due to the differences in the alignment algorithms [42, 46] . When using a 489 default reference genome for alignment we find discordance between HISAT and STAR in which 490 genes called as differentially expressed between the sexes. However, we find increased 491 concordance between HISAT and STAR, when using a sex chromosome complement informed 492 reference genome (Additional file 9). Differences between HISAT and STAR could be contributed 493 to differences in default parameters for handling multi-aligning reads [27] . We show here that the 494 choice of read aligner, HISAT and STAR, will have less variance on differential expression results 495 if a sex chromosome complement informed reference genome is used for aligning RNA-Seq reads. Here we show that aligning RNA-Seq reads to a sex chromosome complement informed reference 529 genome will change the results of the analysis compared to aligning reads to a default reference 530 genome. We have previously observed that a sex chromosome complement informed alignment is 531 important for DNA as well [53] . A sex chromosome complement informed approach is needed for 532 a sensitive and specific analysis of gene expression on the sex chromosomes [1] . A sex 533 chromosome complement informed reference alignment resulted in increased X chromosome 534 expression for both male XY and female XX samples. We further found different genes called as 535 differentially expressed between the sexes, and identified sex differences in gene pathways that 536 were missed when samples were aligned to a default reference genome. We additionally identified 537 that there is greater concordance between read aligners, HISAT and STAR, in the genes that are 538 called as differentially expressed between the sexes when samples were aligned to a sex 539 chromosome complement informed reference genome. The accurate alignment of the short RNA-540 Seq reads to the reference genome is essential to drawing reliable conclusions from differential 541 expression data analysis on the sex chromosomes. We strongly urge future human RNA-Seq 542 analysis to carefully consider the genetic sex of the sample when aligning reads, and have provided 543 a framework for doing so (https://github.com/SexChrLab/XY_RNAseq). 
